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2015 Scott Hicks film FallenTheatrical release posterScott HicksProduced Mark CiardiGordon GrayBill JohnsonJim SeibelWritten Ponicol MillardCatrine PriceMichael RossBased onFallenby Lauren KateTarring Addison Timlin Jeremy Irvine Harrison Gilbertson Jolie Richardson Juliet Aubrey David Shaal
Hermione Corfield Daisy Head Malachi Kirby Lola Kirk Leo Souter Music Mark IshamCinematographyAlar KiviloEd byScott GrayProductioncompany Lotus Entertainment Silver Drum Mayhem Pictures Apex Entertainment Distributed Bydical EntertainmentRelease Date November 10 2016 (2016-11-10)
(Southeast Asia) September 8, 2017 (2017-09-08) (United States) Running Time92 Minutes (USA) Production Time92 Minutes (USA) Hungary LanguageEnglishBudget $40 million.3-Box Office $2.5 million . . . The film stars Addison Timlin, Jeremy Irvine, Harrison Gilbertson and Jolie Richardson. The film
was released on November 10, 2016 in several countries including Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore By Lotus Entertainment. It was released in U.S. theaters on September 8, 2017, on Vertical Entertainment. Lucinda Luce Price goes to the Sword and Cross Academy for troubled young teenagers
after she is charged in the death of a boy named Trevor, who dies in a fire started by mysterious shadows that Luce sees after kissing him. Luce feels cursed, blaming himself for Trevor's death. Upon arrival at his new school, Luce meets various students, including Cameron Cam, who became interested
in her; Arrian Alter, who takes Luce under her wing; Molly zine, who is stalking Luce; Penneweder Penn, who is friends with Luce; and Daniel, the brooding boy to whom Luce instantly draws. She also meets Miss Sophia, a religious teacher. During the session, a school psychiatrist tells Lucinda that she
can leave if she takes antipsychotic medication. During his detention, collecting garbage, Luce is almost crushed by a falling statue of an angel to retaliate. Later, Cam flirts with Luce before inviting her to a party in the woods. At the party, Luce attracts Cam, but can not shake the feeling of a deep and
unusual connection with Daniel, despite his attempts to shrug it off. Molly appears and continues to chase and almost kill Luce before Arrian intervenes. When Luce leaves, she sees the shadows again. Luce eavesdrops on Miss Sophia, telling Daniel that Cam may have been behind a statue of an angel
almost falling on Luce. She expresses fear for Luce because she is not baptized. They realize that Luce is listening to them, and Daniel follows Luce outside. They go together, and he admits that during class he worked on a graphic novel. In the story, a boy and a girl are in love with each other, but
cursed so that every time they kiss, the girl dies; then she reincarnates, meets a boy (who doesn't age or change) 17 years later and they fall in love and and again, only for the cycle to repeat endlessly every 17 years. Cam takes Luce to the club on her birthday and they kiss, only to be brutally interrupted
by Danielle, who shouts that he told Cam to stay away from Luce, and accuses him of still with Lucifer. Luce, runs and tells Penn what happened, trusting that she suspects Cam and she was reincarnated. Penn and her friend Todd make their way to the library with Luce and search the computer using a
facial recognition tool; they discover a photograph from 1854 by Daniel and Luce, and Luce again has a flash of memory, seeing himself and Daniel posing for a photograph in 1854. As Penn leaves to get a photo from the printer, Luce sees the shadows again. Another mysterious fire breaks out; she
covers the library and kills Todd. Daniel saves the unconscious Luce from the fire. Later, Luce finds Daniel on the roof, and he reveals that they are a boy and a girl from his graphic novel history. Daniel further reveals that he is a fallen angel, which explains his immortality. Two kisses, but Cam appears,
telling Luce that since she has not been baptized, Lucifer will come after her. He tries to convince Luce to take him in place of Daniel, but Daniel took Luce and took her to Miss Sofia, leaving to fight Cam and not let Lucifer come for Lucifer. Like two fights, Cam shows that he was not the one behind the
Luce killings; Meanwhile, Sophia kills the cries of Penn Luce, who bring Daniel to help to protect her from Miss Sophia, who actually tried to kill Luce. Miss Sophia justified her murders by explaining that with Luce gone, Daniel would have been forced to choose a side and order would have been restored.
Shadows appear behind Miss Sophia as she talks and consume her. Danielle explains to a shocked Luce that her being unbaptized will make her next death permanent; Sophia thought it would lead to Daniel choosing Heaven. He tells her that Lucifer will indeed come after her, and that he should take
her to safety. They declare their love for each other when they leave to seek refuge from Lucifer. Starring Addison Timlin as Lucinda Luce Price as Jeremy Irvine as Daniel Gregory Harrison Gilbertson, as Cameron Cam Brielle Daisy Head as Arrian Alter Lola Kirk as Pennyweder Penn Van SeacleLockwood Sianoa Smith-McPhee as Molly zane Her Myeona Corfield in Gabriel Gabbe Givens Malachi Kirby in Roland Sparks Jolie Richardson in The Film Sophia Bliss Juliet Aubrey in the film Dorin Price Augusta Toth in Todd Hammond's film David Shaal's mother Randy Norma Cooling as Rachel
Richard Ryan as Coach Rick Lipton as the development detectives produced by Lotus Entertainment is the producer responsible for making the adaptation to the cinema, originally when the novel was bought in December 2009, the production company Of Walt Disney Pictures was the first to buy the
entire saga since The Fall has made 5 books and Just 6, but by mid-2013 Disney had abandoned and withdrew from the project, leaving all production of Lotus Entertainment. Post-production began in May 2014 after records were completed in Budapest, Hungary. Pre-sale began in September 2013,
while recordings began in February 2014 in Budapest, Hungary, records were distributed for 7 months of recordings, 5 months of tape recordings and 3 months of voice recordings, later the film was finished in April 2016, the film was two years in pre-production. Studios Origo Film Group in Budapest
were chosen to produce the film, work on scenes of flight angels and construction of some planes of external zones, in studios, it was possible to analyze and view the details of the development and final work before the introduction of special effects. Casting on August 16, 2013, was announced two main
characters: Addison Timlin will play Lucinda Luce Price, and Jeremy Irvine will play Daniel Gregory, both were released by writer Lauren Kate on their website. Later, on September 25, 2013, it was officially announced that Australian Harrison Gilbertson would play Cameron Cam Briel, the third main
character. On January 19, 2014, the Australian newspaper IF officially confirmed on its website that Australian Sianoa Smit-McPhee will play Molly, an antagonistic character. On February 17, a message was announced on Twitter on the actress' official account of her stay in Budapest, a few days later
confirming her participation in the adaptation of Fallen Side in the role of Gabba. On March 1, 2014, actress Juliet Aubrey confirmed her participation in the adaptation as Lucy's mother, Doreen Price. On February 18, 2014, it was officially announced that actress Daisy Head would play Arrian Alter, it was
released by the actress' father via Twitter. On April 9, 2014, the remaining cast members were officially announced on the Fallen Writer's website, Lauren Keith. Actor Malachi Kirby will play Roland Sparks, English actress Lola Kirk will be one of the lives of Penn and Chris Ashby as Todd Hammond, other
actors who have already been confirmed as Hermione Corfield (Gabbe), Daisy Head (Arrian Alter) and Sianoa Smit-McPhee (Molly) have also been confirmed by the writer officially on their website. Curiously, actor Jeremy Irvine, who embodied the fallen angel (Daniel), participated in the casting for other
young adult franchises, which became adapted into such films as The Hunger Games for the role of Pete Mellark and in Divergent for the role of Tobias Four Eton; Both were rejected by him. Filming after a change of producers, producers and Scott Hicks began the search for a set, the chosen place was
the European country Hungary; About 2 km from the Hungarian capital was the place chosen to start the recording, but there were different places where the Dark was recorded, the first was the Castle of Tours, would be the main building that would correspond to the Sword and the Cross, along with the
castle of Wenkheim-Castel (Szabadk'gy's) also located in Hungary, the library will be another building separately where they were removed, three buildings formed. Subsequently, the date of filming was set in early September, but was postponed until February 9, 2014 in Budapest. Between late July and
August there were five months of entries plus two additional weeks of voice recording. The first building forms classrooms, receptions and bedrooms, the second building of the house is a swimming pool and the third building of the house library; It is noteworthy that the cemetery, told in the book, was
lowered. Marketing and release of Lauren Kate and Addison Timlin at the Comic Con Experience in Brazil are promoting the film in December 2016. Lotus Entertainment had to re-edit the trailer, change small scenes and include credits at the end as soon as it leaked. The leak forced the company to set a
release date. He began speculation about the delay the film had suffered for years. However, it was known that Fallen did not have a distribution company. Later Relativity Media, directed by Ryan Cavanaugh, was interested in its distribution, after days of negotiations. Eventually the release date was
greenlit, with the premiere taking place in the Philippines. In December 2016, the film was promoted at the Brazilian Comic-Con Experiencie in Sao Paulo, where Fallen had its own panel. There was a press conference with Lauren Kate (Fallen writer) and Addison Timlin (Lucinda Price). A Brazilian trailer
was shown to fans during the event. The film was released in the United States in 2017 by Vertical Entertainment. It was then available on digital platforms on September 8, 2017 and on DVD on October 10, 2017. Receiving Critical Admission By review aggregator Rotten Tomatoes, the film has an
approval rating of 7% based on 14 reviews, with an average rating of 3.2/10. Sequels In December 2014, it was announced that Torment, the second part of the Fallen book series, was in development. It is not known whether the last two novels, Passion and Delight, and the spin-off of the novel
Unforgiven will be adapted. In 2017, producer Kevan Van Thompson asked fans if they wanted to adapt Torment, leaving the possibility open. On November 9, 2019, producer Kevan Van Thompson tweeted that he needs a script for chapter in the Fallen series. Dying to make it for those amazing fans.
Which has been met with an instant viral response from fans, leaving the opportunity for a series or film adaptation open inspiring those fans to create a hashtag #MakeFallenHappen targeting streaming services such as Netflix, Hulu, FX and Disney to pick it up. Links to Fallen (12A). British Board of Film
Classification. January 9, 2017. Received on January 9, 2017. - b 'FALLEN' Film wraps up production in Hunfari. Your entertainment corner. May 15, 2014. Received on January 11, 2017. b McNary, Dave (December 18, 2014). 'Fallen' Sequel in Development Aspire (EXCLUSIVE). Different. Received on
March 9, 2015. Fleming Jr., Mike (August 16, 2013). Lotus, Mayhem Set Addison Timlin, Jeremy Irvine for THE Gothic novel YA Pic 'Fallen'. Term. Ryan Cavanaugh (@RyanKavanaugh) (September 3, 2016). #fallenmovie update. I'm working on getting it and trying in mid-November this year or February
next (Tweet) - via Twitter. Fallen. Reelviews movie reviews. Received on June 25, 2020. Lotus Entertainment-Fallen movie. Archive from the original on October 18, 2014. Received on January 10, 2017. The official website of Fallen in Lotus Entertainment. Word and cinema. December 17, 2013.
Received on January 10, 2017. Patrick MacDonald (October 14, 2013). Scott Hinks film in Budapest. Adelaide Now.com. Received on January 10, 2017. The studio film fell in Budapest, Hungary. Origo Film Group. February 11, 2014. Received on January 11, 2017. Amy Wilkinson (August 16, 2013).
Addison Timlin in The Film Luke Price and Jeremy Irvine in Daniel Gregory. Hollywood Crush. Received on January 10, 2017. Lauren, Kate (August 16, 2013). Officially cast. Officially cast, Lauren Kate's page. Archive from the original on January 1, 2015. Received on January 10, 2017. Jeff Snyder
(October 1, 2013). 'Need for Speed's' By Harrison Gilbertson to star in YA Adaptation 'Fallen' (Exclusive). Wrap. Received on January 10, 2017. Patrick MacDonald (October 10, 2013). Officially starring Lauren Keith. Officially in the cast. Archive from the original on September 27, 2013. Received on
January 10, 2017. - Groves, Don (January 20, 2013). Adelaide links with US indie thriller Fallen. If. Australia.com. received on January 10, 2017. Hermione Corfield (@MioneCorfield) (February 15, 2014). Here I gooooo ... Budapest (Tweet). Received on January 10, 2017 - via Twitter. Juliet Aubrey
(@julietaubrey1) (January 1, 2014). Juliet Aubrey in Doreen Price (Tweet). Received on January 10, 2017 - via Twitter. Anthony Stewart Head (@AnthonySHead) (March 22, 2014). Daisy Head as Arrian Alter (Tweet). Received on January 10, 2017 - via Twitter. Kate, Lauren, March 22, 2014. The official
cast has fallen. Lauren Keith's page. Archive from the original on April 12, 2014. Received on January 10, 2017. Jeremy Irvine will not be The Hunger Games. Hop.org. May 11, 2010. Archive of March 29, 2012. Get a Get 10, 2017. Kate, Lauren (August 1, 2013). The official cast has fallen. Hollywood
Crush. Received on January 10, 2017. Kevan Van Thompson (@Kevanvt) (December 6, 2013). Scouting tomorrow again on Fallen and interviewing the crew for the production team (Tweet). Received on January 10, 2017 - via Twitter. Kate, Lauren (October 30, 2013). Dallas Morning News, Lauren Keith
Interview. Twitter. Archive from the original dated November 3, 2013. Received on January 10, 2017. February 9 film in Hungary. Random House.com.es. December 20, 2013. Received on January 10, 2017. Kevan Van Thompson (@Kevanvt) (December 5, 2013). 90% of seats are locked now for Fallen
(Tweet). Received on January 10, 2017 - via Twitter. Kevan Van Thompson (@Kevanvt) (December 6, 2013). We welcome Kevin Tod Haug (VFX Designer) and Paul Kelly (art director) to the Fallen team in Budapest (Tweet). Received on January 10, 2017 - via Twitter. Polis, Natasha (February 16,
2014). Fallen YA Adaptation is moving into production in Budapest. Page to the premiere. Archive from the original on August 25, 2014. Received on May 11, 2014. Lauren, Kate , May 7, 2014). Exclusive: Lauren Kate's Top 5 Surprises from Fallen Set. Word and cinema. Archive from the original on May
14, 2014. Received on May 14, 2014. Clares, Alpha (November 4, 2016). The fallen film actors invade the Philippines this November. Received on January 9, 2017. THE FALLEN, THE FILM ABOUT ANGELS PREMIERE IN MANILA. November 10, 2016. Received on January 9, 2017. Albuquerque,
Daniel (November 16, 2016). LAUREN KATE, AUTORA DA SAGA, CONFIRMADA NA COMIC CON EXPERIENCE. Received on January 7, 2017. Kevin Cork (April 21, 2017). Every movie is released this summer. Los Angeles Times. Received on April 25, 2017. 'Fallen' Comes Home October 10 OnVideo. onvideo.org. August 12, 2017. Received on June 25, 2020. Fallen (2017). Rotten tomatoes. Fandango. Received on September 7, 2017. Thompson, Kevan Wang (June 21, 2017). The questions are for all the Fallen fans out there. Was the film worth the wait, and is there a desire for the series
to continue? @kevanvt. Received on January 15, 2020. External links that fell on IMDb Fallen at Rotten Tomatoes are sourced from (2016_film 2016_film Fallen_)
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